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The Glass-Transition Temperature of Supported Polymer Thin Films with Hydrogen Bond/Plasmonic Interface Jiayao Chen, Jing Li, Lirong Xu, Wei Hong, Yuzhao Yang,* and Xudong Chen* Figure S1 . The synthesis route of the TC1-labeled methacrylate monomer. Figure S2 . Photographs of four structures of TC1-labeled PMMA denoting as structure-A (quartz/PMMA-TC1), structure-B (quartz/PMMA-TC1/bulk layer), structure-C (quartz/Ag/PMMA-TC1), and structure-D (quartz/Ag/PMMA-TC1/bulk layer).
The synthesis of the probe TC1, TC1-labeled MMA monomer and TC1-labeled PMMA were confirmed by NMR and FT-IR as follows (see in Figure S3 ). The TC1 molecules were successfully grafted to the PMMA as evidenced by the 1 H NMR spectra ( Figure S2c ). In addition, compared with TC1-labeled MMA monomer, the 2218 cm -1 in TC1-labeled PMMA would be inferred to the characteristic peak of neat TC1 according to literature, [S1] which would further illustrate the presence of TC1 molecule in PMMA. Figure S4 . The DSC curve of PMMA and TC1-labeled PMMA bulk powder with Tgs. 
